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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by General Instrument Corporation under
USAF Contract AF33(657)-10335, Research and Technology Division, Aero
•ropulsion Laboratory. Mr. C. Glassburn was the Project Engineer for
the Laboratory during the major portion of the program. Caotain R.
Morrow was Project Engineer during the latter stage of the program.
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AR1S"TI ACT

plate with an optically selective coating, small size tht-iui.eiements, a
radiator plate and a support structure. This report describes the re-
search and development work performed during the 15 month period of this
program.

The collector and radiator plates were folded into self-supporting

structures which, combined with aluminum rubular members) conprised the
panel support configuration. This design resulted In a very low converter
weight, only 53 grams per scpiare foot.

A number of prototype panels, both 4" x 4'" and 12" x 12" in area
were fabricated and tested. The panels passed specified environmental
test without physical or electrical changes. These tests included sinu-
soidal vibration, 14-3000 cps., to 15 g's for 45 minutes in each axis;
raniom vibration, white noise with an anplitude of G.05 g for 5 minutes
in each axis; acceleration, 12 g's in each ayds for 10 minutes; and three
shocks of 40 g's for 6 mIlliseconds In each axis. The panels were also
subjected t3 500 thermal cycles of 1 1/2 hour per cycle. Other panels
were subjected to over 6000 thermal cycles without resistance change.
This number of thermal cycles is nqLivalent to oate year's operation.

Evaluation of the optically selective coating disclosed that the
coating efficiency actually oh tained in the pilot production runs was
only 80 of the literature value. The processing of the bismuth telluride
thermoelectric material into the shape and size required for the solar
panels caused a decrease in performance relative to large size thermo-
elements. This decrease, combined with basic material properties inferior
to literature values, resulted in a thermoelectric efficiency enly 50% of
that initially expected.

The overall panel performance in the Earth orbit operational temp-
erature regime resulted in approximately 11 watts per pound of panel.
If thermoelectric properties of mieroelements used in panels equalled
those of larger sizes, alImost 18 watts per pound could be attained. Ad-
ditional engineering effort to obtain properties given. in the literature
for thermoelectric materials and optical coatings could result in panels
providing almost 30 watts per pound.

PUBUICATION REVIEW

Publication of this technical doctunentary report does not constitute
Air Force approval of the report's fiadings or conclusions. It is pub-
lished only for the exchange and stimulation of ideas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report represents the results of a one year research and de-
velopment effort on a solar flat plate thermoelectric space power source.
The major design criteria and objectives can be Listed as follows:

(a) 300 mile orbit
(b) One ye,.x life (three years with thermal storage)
(c) 5-8 watts per square foot
(d) 15-20 watts/pound
(e) 516% of the valves of (c) and (d) with thermal, storage

The device consists of flat collector and radiator plates with
thermoelements sandwiched between them. The collector plate must be
coated with a spectrally selective optical coating having ; high absorp-
tivity in the visual portion of the solar spectrum and a low emissivity
in the infra-red portion.

Earlier work in this area, utilizing lead telluride/zinc antimonide
thermoelements resulted in a flight test that demonstrated the basic
feasibility of the system (1, 2). Thermal analysis (3) indicated the
possibility of achieving higher overall efficiency at lower operating
temperattwes because the properties of thermroelectric materials, general-
ly, decrease as temperatu e increases and because radi-.ation losses- from
the collector increase rapidly as 1temperature is increased. Based upon
this analysis, bismuth teiluride tl.ermoelements at a hot junction temper-
ature of 230°C were selected for this program.

The potential advantages proMi3ed by the solar flat plate thermo-
electric generator are high reliabil.ity, light weight and low cost. The
high reliability is promised by (a) insensitivity to Van Allen radiation,
(b) low operating temperatures, (c) test results under thermal cycling
and booster environmental testing and (d) redundancy obtained by series/
parallel thermoelement circuitry. The light weight is due to the mini-
muLm weight components and efficient structural design used. Ease of
fabrication and minimal material weight account for the expectation of
low cost.

A number of technical problems required investigation 0uiring this
program and are discussed in detail in the sections that fo-"ow. The
fa')rication and testing of prototype panels submitted to the Research and
Technology Division is also discussed.

Manuscript released by Robert E. Rush, Author, September 14, 1964, for
publication as an RTD Technical Documentary Report.
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The solar flat plate thermoelectric generator is shown, in its simp-
lest form, in the sketch below.

COLLECTOR
PLATE lA..,.PLATE

N

SOLR ,LU 1.

G EMISSIVITY COATING
COLLECTIVE COATXC-.- --*% /i

31./ &

.L• •-?.CELEM/_ENT

The collector plate, made of aluminum foil, is coated with a multi-
layer silicon monoxide/aluminum coating. This coating has a high absorp-
tivity in the visual portion of the spectrum a1"owing efficient collec-
tion of the incident enc-.>y. The coating provides a low infra-red emiss-
ivity so that the heat lost from. t-e collector by radiation is limited.
The aluminum foil rad'azo•- is provided with a high emissivity coating for
efficient heat reject-L.,n.

Thermoelectric elements are located between these two plates, the
hot jinction formed a. the collector place and the cold junction at the
radiator plate. The elements are connected in a sLe'-ies/parallcl arrange-
ment for increased reliability. Except for that fraction of the heat
which is radiated directly between the plates, all of the input energy,
less the heat reflected or radiated by the coL'ector, is available for
conversion by these thermoelements. Thermal and electrical loss consider-
ations dictate that the distance between thermoelements be small. Weight
considerations dictate in turn that the elements be of a small size.
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3. T•LUCAL & TI}MRMOELECTRIC DESIGN

The sketch below illustrates the heat balance for a solar flat plate
(SrP). The first stc; in system design is to find that set of collector
and radiator temperatures (T1 and T2 ) which maximize the power output of
the device.

OLLECTOR

O -- •,J IATOR
qi RERADIATED, W PO_ __R OUTPUT .__R

ST/E EL ENT - RJTED
--- ------ :

AVAILI•3LE FOR
CONERS ION)

qR EFLECTED - Ii
-" "- -:z.

RADI 7ATIO N LOSS)

The following relat-ionsh"-ils are readily apparent*.

q - •= aq (a collector absorptivity)

aq qij + + w + qa + w + q

Since w is small it can be neglected.

aq = q, + q2 qa + 93 + ql

qa = q 2 - q3

qi = .ZE T1

*This discussion is based on a converter of unit area normal to the Sun.
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q2= E2 T2

2-E 3

J= St efanr. oltzman constant

E = Ermissivity of collector

E2 = Em.issivity of radia;..or

E3 = Emissivity between plates

With these relationships i`t is possible, given a, El, E2 and E, to
select a collector te-mperacwe Z., and to deter-,rine unique values oi T2
and q a* 

2

Prom (4) the foliowing relationship can be obtained:

4 T1E = -T I
- 2

T1 Y + T 2
T1

X' = 1 + Z' CT1 + T,)
2 1

7T/Z = Therm~oe'lectric Converter Ef~ficiency

Z = Thermoelectric Figure of Merit 'IncliudIng contact
resistances and temperature dependence)

W = •/T/E qa

For"ea set of values of '1% T• Z, --:d ther #-ss heeoe
a unique val-c of w. n£;. -7*he-go&. o:, -" "•;.s system. desi.rgn. procedure
is to ma;ximi-ze the va:.- o w. moe nhecno used is to select successive
values of 'A- and solve -for w, finding a maxim~um. The values of a, E,., E 2,
E , and Z roquired for the solution are defined in Section 4 of this" re-
P•rt.

The seecand step in system design is to determine the size and spacing
of the -chei.--.-oei-ements ro be- used in the device.

4



From (4) the following relationships can be obtained:

q a = q n+ q

= K (A/j) (T 1 -T 2 )

%=N< IT 1

Vo = N o< (TI-T2 )

Vc = . (Vo)

w = Ve (1)

where: qn heat transferred through the thermoelements by conduction

S= he rar sfc.rre6 through the thermoelci.-2nts by Peltier pump-

ing

K = thermal conductivity of the thermoelements

A = total thermoelement cross section areag

= thermoelement length

N = number of tA'ic.:-ocouples

= Seebeck coefficient of the thermocouples

I = current, amperes

Vo = open circuit voltage

Vc = closed circuit voltage

Given CL,, K, T., T,, N, • , Z, and w, it is possible to determine A_4
In Sect'o-. L.24it ýýill be shown that a suitably sized tnermoelementJis
.080" x .080" x .I00" long.

Since / and A4,' are now both defined it is obvious that A is
now known. The nn.tJer of thermoe .- mmants, Ne; per square foot, is,gthere-
fore, A,/(.08" x .08"). Once Ne is known the spacing between elements is
also known.



4. COMPONENT & PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Optical Coating

One of the most critical areas in this development effort is the
spectrally selective collector coatings. Early in the program, a number
of possible industrial sources for such coatings were contacted for e-
valuation samples. The only sc xce from which samples were actually ob-
tained was Kinney Vacuuii Company, Camden, New Jersey. These samples were
submitted to the Air Force and measurements*"were made, using a solar
simulator, of absorptivity and reflectivitylas a function of temperature.
The results are given in Figure 4-1. This data is of obvious value in
the design of a solar thermoelectric converter. Based on these results
Kinney was selected to apply the coating tolthe collector plates of the
prototype converters fabricated during this program.

4.2 Thermoelectric Materials

Certain criteria have been established- as a guide to the:,moelectric
material selection for solar flat plate -thermoelectric generators:

(a) Figure of Merit, Z, as a function 6f temperature.
(b) Availability and struct"ral qualities in small size.
(c) Life (integrity and stability) in a thermal cycling and vacuum

environment.
(d) Availability of contacting techniques having a low junction re-

sistance and appropriate life characteristics.

In a previous study (3) it was shown that the bismuth telluride alloys
are the thermoelectric materials of choice for the SFP application in an
Earth orbit. This is so because the bismuth telluride materials have the
highest figure of merit in the operating temperature range that is most
suitable for existing collector coatings.

The Figqre of Merit, Z, for various types of bismuth telluride has
been determined as a function of temperature. This determination was
made experimentally, using the well known 11,T max-" technique,(4). This
techn$que consists of operating assembled thermocouples in the cooling
mode and searching for that value of current which causes the largest
temperature difference across the thermocouple. Ideally, there should be
zero heat input or output at the cold junction. The temperature measure-
ments can be related as follows:

(Th-T) maximum = 1/A Z T 2
c

*The measurements were made at the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory,

Hunters Point, Calif.
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Sh= hot junction temperature, "K

= cold junction temperature, OK

Z = Figure of Merit, °K

Several types of thermoelements were tested and the .080" x .080" x
.100" elements manufactured by Melcor, Inc., were found to be most suit-
able for this application. 7igure 4-2 presents the results of the tests
of these elements. Also .•ented for compari'son are the test results
of large size MYAPcor encs. One iu-ortant point, immediately evident
:arom this data, is thac w Then eleii:ents are processed to the small sizes
required for this application, they suffer a reduction in the Figure of
Merit of approximately 16% at operating temperatures. This reduction
is -ar more than would be expected from contact resistance alone. One
possible explanation is that microcracks develop during the cutting
operation.

4.3 Structural Support

Panel support 6crueture has been defined as any feature or compon-
ent included in panel -esin for handling ease or vibration and shock
resistance. A nu.mber of design concepts have, been considered and several
have been tested.

One 4" x 41" panel, designated 'F-1, was constructed as shown in Fig-
ure 4-3. This panel used a plastic foam, Emerson and Cumming Eccofoam
SN at 8 pounds per cubic foot density, cemented to the radiator plate for
support. An alumin-. reflector sheet was also cemented to the foam.
Noles were drilled through the foam and thea reflector sheet to allow
passage of the thermoelemunts. This panel was then thermally cycled in
a vacuum of a.bout 10 microns. The collector temperature was cycled be-
tween 1450°F and 1.00*F while the radiator temperature varied between 260*F
and 7L°F. After a few cycles, severe warping of the radiator structure
was observed. This was probably due to the.fact that the plastic foam
and the aluminum had different coefficients of expansion. No further
work on foam support structures was performed.

A 4" x ý4" panel, deisigned H-l, was built using a radiator support
structur-e of aluminum honeycomb weighing 4.3 pounds per cubic foot.
(11iexcell Corp. 1/41" cell size, 0.002" aluminum). This honeycomb was
cemented to the radiator plate using mylar sheet as electrical insulation.
An alt:inum foil reflector sheet was also used. The construction is
shown in Figure 4.4. This support structure did not warp under thermal
cycling. Warping of the collector plates was observed, however.

In the F-I panel, stress-relief slots were used on two of the four
collector sheets similar to those described in (1). On the H-1 panel,
these slots were extended across the entire strip. In all cases severe
warping of the collectors under thermal cycling was observed. This
warping caused extensive thermoelement failure.

74A
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Consideration was then given to two other structural design con-
cept;. One of these, the so-called "Dowed" design is shown in Figure
4.5. After intensive study, it was decided that this approach presented
formidable fabrication problems. The other concept, designated "integral
reinforced plate" or IRP is shown in Figure 4.6. Structural value is
provided by folding plate members into open boxes and by thin walled
aluminum tubular members. Table 4-I compares, in a qualitative manner,

',;'Ji the various structural concepts considered.

Study of Table 4-1 indicated that the IRP concept merited further in-
vestigation. A number of panels were subjected to thermal cycling without
structural failure. These tests are described further :n Section 5.2.

I' A program of sinusoidal vibration testing was then conducted accord-
ing to the following schedule:

Frequency Range Displacement Loading

Lower Limit Upper Limit (Double Amplitude)

5 cps 14 cps 0.5"
14 40 - 5 g
40 400 7.5 g

400 3000 15 g

A single sweep was carried out at a Zonstant octave rate in a mini-
mrum interval of 45 minutes from the lower to the higher frequency limit.
The panels were tested in three axes. Table ,•-2 gives a description of
the panels tested and the test results. Because of the promising results
and low weight, the IRP design was developed to the point where panels
could withstand the vibratory environment. A complete description of the
final design is given in Section 6.

4.4 Joining and Bonding Procedure

The term "joining" is defined as the contacting of the semiconductor
thermoelemenit to a meta-llc conductor. The term 'bonding" is defined as
the contacting of the above mentioned metallic conductor to the radiator
and collector sheets. Accelerated thermal cycling tests were used as the
primary mathod of evaluating joining and bonding techniques.

p The earllest panels built under this program used contacts as shown

-in Figure 4.7. An electrodeposited layer of gold was applied to the
aluminum foil so that the thermoelement assemblies could be attached, by
soldering, to the foil. A number of problem areas with this procedure

- - were uncovered when panel B-4 was exposed to thermal cycling. (See
Section 5.2 for test results)

1. Severe corrosion of the collector plate was observed at the end
of the test. This was diagnosed as the formation of a gold/aluminum
intermetallic compound (Al Au2 ).

S1 12.
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Pb/Ag/,-n SOLDER

"•EIMOELEIMT

ELECTRODEPOSIT OVER
ENTIRE~ IMUR SURFACE IRX CAE•TX I•RR S••CE ... 1/8" DIA X

.005" THICK

CONJTACTINGS0 (

Pb/Sn SOLDER

FIGM 4-7

JOINING AND BONDING PIOCEDURE - INITIAL



TABUE 4-1
SComparison of Support Structizve Designs nS~Integral

..e-. o d
Plate

Property Honeycomb Bowed (IRP) (BOX)

Weight Radiator support Required structural Radiator
(All three structure weighs component require- support struc-
concepts have approximately l4 ments are such that ture weighs
approximately grams/square ft. a weight equal to 14 grams/square
equal weights) that of the "integral foot maximum

reinforced plate"
structure is estimated

Electrical Most difficult More difficult than Very easy to
insulation because of the "WRP" because of Insulate.
ihtegrity necessity of members that go be-

insulating honey- tween the radiator
Scomb from radiator and the collector

plate

Collector Not a problem if A possible problem Not a problem
thermal small collector area because if small
expansion sub-plates are collector cannot be collector sub-

used divided into sub- plates are
plates used

Potential Maximum loss is Maximum loss is one Maximum loss
loss du'e to one sub-panel of sub-panel of 12-16 is one sub-
a qu.-_ity four thermo- thermoelements, panel of four
con' ,l elements depending upon thermoelements

i reject of collector spacing
one collector

bond

S Ease of Some problems due Expected most Fabrication
fabrication to requirement of difficult is extremely

electrical simple
insulation and
handling of
honeycomb

16
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2. Solder bonds, both collector and radiator, were open on a large
number of sanples. This was diagnosed as alloying of the lead/tin bond-
ing solder with the joining solder resulting in a low melting point alloy.

Problem (1) was resolved by subst'ituting nickel for the gold elec-
trodeposit. Because a thicker layer of nickel than of gold is required
for soldering, weight considerations dictated that the nickel be applied
only where needed for thermoelement contacts. The nickel was, therefore,
electrodeposited in a selective manner.

Problem (2) was resolved on the collector side by eliminating the
nickel cap of Figure 4-7 and soldering the thermoelement directly to the
electrodeposited nickel. A nickel cup, /4." diameter by 0.002" thick,
was used on the radiator side to prevent solder cross-over. The re-
sultant contacting methods are shown in Figure 4.8. A discussion of the
experimental evaluation of this procedure will be found in Section 5.
All delivery prototype panels used these joining and bonding techniques.

k
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SELECTIVE NICKEL ELECTRODEPOSIT 1/4" DlAWER

ALUMINUM COLLECTOR

CONTACTING
SOLDSR

NICKEL "CUP"
1/4" DIAMTER

SPb/Sn SOLDER

NICKEL ELECTRODEPOSIT 1/'i" DIAMTER

FIGURE 4-8

AJOINING AND BONDING PROCEDURE FInA"



5. DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING

5.1 Resistance Stability

In accordance with contractual requirements, a test was performed
to determine resistance changes of thermoelement assemblies as a function
of time at constant temperature. Six positive thermoelements and six
negative thermoelemrents were tested. The elemehit size was 2mm x 2mm x
2.5m-.1 long. Figure 5.1 shows the sample construction while Figure 5-2
shows the test apparatus arrangement. The cold junctions of all the ele-
ments were water cooled while the hot junctions were heated with infra-
red lamps.

The test was run for a total duration of 1,000 hours. Frequent
readings of thermoelement zesnszzte and temperature were taken. The
test results are plotted on Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5. Both resistance
and hot junction temperature data are presented.

Examination of the data has led to the following observations:

1. Day to day s were present in the resistance readings.
These fluctuations we as much as + 1c70 . The variation in hot junction
temperature is believed to have caused a part of this resistance varia-
t'zon. Reading errors, may, of course, be the cause of some of the more
severe day to day changes. The changes where resistance is seen to de-
crease are believed to be caused by improvement of the element junctions
occuring wi-•i -ime and temperature in vacuum. Conversely, some of the
resistance ,ncreases may have been caused by local junction separation
caused by thermal stresses.

2. In spite of the day to day variations in individual elements, the
average resistance of all samples was remarkably stable. For example,
the total resistance of all 12 elements increased by only l.•P during the
1,000 hours. Considering the fact t"at the temperatures were slightly
higher at the end of the test than at the start, the true change in
sample resistance, which is a" function of temperature, was actually less
than 2

3. One of the difficulties that developed in this test was non-
uniform hot June-_on teperatures. This temper•iture spread can be seen
in the data of Fi-6ures 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5. ,

4. Readings were not taken after 550 hours for samples PB and NB
because of failures in the wires used for measurements.

5.2 Thermal Cycling

As mentioned above, the primary method ,adopted for evaluating bond-
ing and joining procedures during the development program was accelerated
thermal cycling in vacuo. This was considered to be an efficient method
of uncovering defects in techniques or materials. Because the solar flat
plate thermoelectric generator is a very simple device, a number of de-
sign changes can be incorporated into one sample without one phenomena
masking another. 21"
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Table 5-3 presents a sample description, test method and summary of
results for -he various s&a.ples tested. Tables 5-4 and 5-5 give bonding
procedures for various san.ples. Figures 5-6 and 5-7 give test data for
certain saml2es.

The purposes of the various zhermal cycling tests were for evalua-
tion of structixal designs, thermoelement J.ocessing or bonding tech-
niques. The purpose and results of specific tests .are discussed in
Section 4 of this report.
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TABLE 5-'+

Description of Bonding Techniques Evaluated For Both Czillector
andL Aac! ez'

-- pe"____eApplication Description

A Collector l/4" diameter nickel cups soldered to
thermoelements. Cups soldered to nickel
plated aluminum collector with Pb/Ag/Sn
solder.

B Radiator Same as A except use of Pb/Sn solder be-
tveen cup and nickel plated aluminum
radiator.

C Collector The the-3ee.ents are soldered to 1/8" x
.18" x 0.CO5" thick nickel straps. S~traps
spot welded to aluminum collector.

D Collector or
Radiator Elements soldered to 1/8" diameter nickel

caps, 0.0021" thick. The cap ia solderedto nickel plated aluninum with a solder
that is con~athbie with the solder used for
thermoelement to nickel contacting.

E Collector Thermoelement is soldered directly to a
SI/A" &:r:er x 0.L02" thick nickel disc
spot wended to aluminum collector.

F Radiator 3./1" dianiete n-chel cups soldered to
trhermoelaiementts. CtAs soldered with Pb/Sn

Ssolder to 1/4" diamTter nickel disc spot
walded to alx.iinum radiator.

G Collector 1&" diameter nickel cups soldered to
.e, moe~e• •. Cups soldered with

1 / 2:P)/A,/Sn solder to 3^" diameter nickel
Sdisc spot welded to aluminum radiatoc.

I,.
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- - - -~ ~~~ - ,.5 ~ l~f~f~

Collector Bonding Radiator Bonding
S knple N'xnber Technique Technique

B-16 A B

B-17 A B

B B-18 C B

SB-9 C B

B-21 C D

B-22 C B

B-23 A

B-26 G B

B-27 B

B-28 B

3-33 E F

B-34 F

B-35 E F

iI1.
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5. PZ~'?~2AKEL FA3RICA~TON

The fiUal design of panels under ,)s progr;-.m was based upon the
followinAg;

(a) Thermoolement type and size was based upon the analysis des-
cribed in Section 4.2.

(b) Thermoelement spacing was based upon the analysis of Section 3.

(c) The collector coating was based upon the work described in
Section 4.

(d) The panel structural design was based upon the work described
in Section 4.3.

(e) The joining and bonding procedures were based upon the work
desc:,ibed in Section 4.4.

The 14" x L." -.anel is depSicted in Figu•-e 6-1. This panel has two
thermocouples in series with each leg of each thermocouple consisting of
four thermoelements in parallel. Power leads and voltage measurement
leads are supplied. Suitable temperature sensors are provided. The
radiator is coated with "Krylon" fiar black enamel. Figure 6-2 depicts
a similar, 12?? x 12", panel.

The fabrication procedure is as follows:

i. `he radiator and collector plates are selectively electroplated
with rickel.

2. Solder is applied to the electroplated areas.

3. The collector plates are coated by Kinney Vacuum Company, Camden,
New Jersey, with spectrally selective coating.

14. The collectors are cut to size and folded.

5. The thermoelements (previously cut to size) are soldered to the
nickel "cuis ".

6. The thermoalements e soldered to collectors, two positive
elemenots and two negative elements on each collector sub-plate.

7. The radiator sub-panel is assembled with tubing, electrical in-
sulation and ceirent as required.

8. The final assembly of collector sub-panels to radiator panel is
then made.

Figure 6-3 is a photograph of a completed panel.
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SOLAR FLAT PLATE 'TOHERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR 12" X 12"

FIGUI-a- 6-3
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TcJbe 6-i presents • weight analysis, based on measurements, for a
t 12" x 1?" panel. The panel weig>.r at present is 53.4 grams p-r square

foot, exclusive of temperature sensors, power wires and voltage wires.

3$9
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TABLE 6-1

"..eighr Analysis For, the Solar Flat Plate Th.ermoelectric Generator

ComP onent gms/ft 2

Thermoelectric material 10.0

Nickel electroplate or radiator and collectors 1.6

Solder, thermoelement to nickel 7.4

Cups 2.9

001" alumln; col leceor plate 6.5

Collector support structure 3.9

.0015" radiator plate 7

Raaiator support structure 2,0

Solder (radiator side, metal to metal) 1.8

Hard coated aluminum support tubes 2.8

Epoxy cement 4.8

Temperature sensors 2.0

TOTAL 55.4

OTAL, less re;. erature sensors 53.4

Rather straightforw.ard davelopment may be able to reduce this weight by
1.5 to 2.0 gram7s p. square foot by allowing the use of lower solder
weights and less cement. A major weight reduction could occur if the
element length were decreased but this requires development effort.

.40



7. PROTOTYPE PANEL TESTING

7.1. Performance

In accordance wicrn contract requirerrents, a total of three panels,
two 4" x 4" and one 12" x 12", were ass;ied as described in Section 6.
These panels were assembled into the test apparatus schematically de-
picted in Pigure 7-1. The apparatus consisted of an evacuated bell Jar
containing -- heat sink, cooled :'y liquid nitrogen and a set of four in-
candescent "Lamps comprising the heat source. -Each test panel was sus-
pended between the source and the sink and the enclosure was evacuated
to 2 x 10-5 torr.

S�T..o thermal cycles wcre '-:osed umn each panel, a cycle consisting
of 55 ninut:cs on/35 .. :.'.. -. - two hot jimction temperature
reac.a-,s and two cod j7ci:a -era ae -eadings were taken at the end
of each "on" period.. ..-. a was co.n-.ctad across a matched load so
that open circuit vo'xa,--::, closed i. c&Zuiz voltage and current could be
measured at the end of zca "on" period. The data is tabulated in Table
7-1.

Certain comn:m-nts can be made concerrnng this data:

"- The pio'lem of non-uniform heat flux was severe--especially with
the 12" x 122" panel.

2. The '..:.rid -t-o-en cooling wac - less effective with sample PB-5
than it was with - two tes

3. When .the •n_ e pwor.: outnut is corrected to the theoretical
op.rat.Ing2t ra-r df•nce t-en saBp.Qa •B-6 wo,•.d develop 1.1 watts
and sa.li >? -5 would dcvelop i.65 wat',&. This lJatcer value is close to
the correc•-cd power outS.ts :;.-•sued fc.- other panels tested. This cal-
culation is subject -o soz;x e.:-or depen-.ng on how closely the average
of the installed ten; x.'.-e r.nso's reflected the actual average tenpera-
ture difference acroS ZA.a panel. -

4. The differcnc:r :n devel,.oped no-.,er between successive runs for
PB-5 and PZ-3 are rea.":-y ained by smal. te,,-erzx.re changes.

7.2 Sinusoidal Vibration Testing

In accordancc w.:h cont2,act "-eTu.irmemants, a total of three §anels*,
t:o �'Li x 4" and on 12" x 12" were subjected to the following sinusoidal
vibration test:

eSt i'n each axis proceeding at a single sweep at a constant octave
rate from the lower to tne upper frequency 1Lmit in not less than 45
minutes.

*PB-1, PB-5, PB-6
41
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Frequency, cps Amplitude 'G' Loading

5-L•. 0.5" double amplitude -
14-40 5
40-400 - 7.5

400-3000 15

The testing was performed on a Model C-10 electromechanical shaker
manufactured by the MB Electronics Company.

In the sinusoidal vibration test the panel was mounted to a fixture
by using the aluminum support tubes. The tubes were clam2ed on the por-
tion extending beyond the converter area proper. This applies also to
the random vibration, the acceleration and the shock tests.

The resistance of eac. panel was measured before and after each
sweep in each axis. No .es-istance change was detected on any panel.
Certain resonant fTequancies in the collector panels were noted as follows:

Panel Resonant Frequencies With Panel Horizontal

PB-l 70, 140, 290 cps
PB-5 140 cps
PB-6 130, 240 cps

No visual evidence was observed of any panel damage due to this vi-
bration testing.

7.3 Random Vibration Testing

Th-is test was conducted by Associated Testing Labo:ratories, Inc.,
Wayne, New Jersey and is docu..anted by -their rc•:n- J231-4707. The test
required random vibration along each axis, whix'2 noise with an amplitude
of 0.05g 2 per cycle per s.::ond from 15 to 2000 cps for 5 minutes. The
equipment used can be liszed as follows:

Vibration Exciteir Ling Electronics Corp. Model 275
Power Cubicle 1

Model PP-60/A00 VO-l
Remote Control Console Ling Electro-cs Corp.

Model 102- (1001-1)*Random Noise Control
Console Ling Eiectronics Corp.

Model R-1001-3

Resistance measurements made before ar.d after.each run on each of
the three panels* indicated no change. Visual examination of each panel
at the completion of each axis of vibration revealed no evidence of
physical damage.

*PB-1, PB-5, PB-6
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77.4 Acceleration Testing

The three panels we-e subjected to an acceleration test of 12 "g"
Sfor 10 minutes in each of the three mutually perpendicular axes. The

testing was performed by Associated Testing Laboratories on their Model
i AC-10,000 radial accelerator and is documented by their report J231-4707.

i No changes in electrical resistance or appearance were detected due
to this testing.

7.5 Shock Testing

This test rec-uires that three shocks o-'7 40 g's each for 6 milli-
seconds be applied in each of the Three m-utually perpendicular axes of
each of the three panels. Th- test was performed on an Avco Shock
Machine, Model SM-GGC, usin., a PT 015 pad calibrated by Avco on March
20, 1954.

No changes in eeCt_-*L1 resistance or appearance were detected due
to shock testing.

7.6 Therma"l Cycling Test

SThis test recuizes that one 12" x '.2" panel and one 14" x 4." panel
Sbe subjected to 5%0 thermal cycle6 of 5ED mnuzes on/35 minutes off each

and that tem.peratures and po-w:er ou:put b; -..aasu-.ed on a daily basis.
The test was performed in the apparatus schemazically depicted in Figure
7-1 with the exception that water cooling was used rather than liquid

Snitrogen.

The panels were conncz-ce.-ý to a matc'-..d load and power output was
determined by measuL e .nd voltage drop across the load. The

Sdata for the 12" x ':L" p.nel, 1`-i, is given ir Table 7-2. The data for
Sthe 4" x 41" panel, ?B-6, is given in Table 7-3.

As discussed 'hm:re, Section 7-1, the 12" x 12" panel (PB-I) was sub-
jected to a very non-_ .-. orm heating. This caused a considerable uncer-

i tainty in the relationship bet-.,een measured panel powe, output and the
A panel power outp-•.- in operationa. conditions. The stability of the

measured power .. 7 e TaZ 7-2, is considered satisfactory, however.

The'stability of 4::. ," x L" panal, PB-6, was less satisfactory. A
gradual reduction in power ou.~uz took place during the test, see Table

S7-3, resulting in a total reduction of about 25%. About 9% of this change
is a result of a panel resistance increase. The remainder is a result of
a decrease in panel voltage. W'hen the 500 cycles were completed, the

S panel was examined and one open element was found. This would account
4 for about 6% of the resistance change of 9%. When the panel was removed
S from the test apparatus a second open element was found. It is reasonable
Sto suppose that this second element was partially open during the test,

thereby accounting for the balance of the resistance change. No explana-
tion can be 'offered for the voltage decrease.
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TABLE 7-2 .

Cycling Test Results For Panel PB-I I V
-5Vacuum: 2 x 10 TorT. Cycle: 1 hour onA/2 hour off Panei Size

12,! 12"I

N o Hot Junction Cold Junction Power Output Power Out-ut

No. of Temperature *C Temperature *C Watts/ft4
Cycles (Average) (Average) Watts/ft 2  Corrected*

16 174 76 .528 i.19

48 177 72 .563 1.10

64 174 79 .577 1.25

128 179 79 .573 1.24

160 177 80 .550 1.27

176 179 81 .572 1.29

192 178 80 .574 1.29

240 174 80 .545 1.33

256 177 82 .547 1.31

272 174 81• .558 1.39

304 179 83 .530 1.24

352 180 83 .552 1.28

368 180 83 .561 1.28

384 178 82 .533 1.25

400 180 64 .563 1.32

416 177 82 .558 1.34

512 179 84 .552 1.32

*Corrected to theoretical temperature difference of 147°C. Correction

performed by asst-ing that power output is proportional to the square of

the teomperature difference.
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Al

T.BLE 7-3
SCyclin• •estR=• _•s-or Panel PB-6

-5 S7EacuU;7: 10 Tor-. ;ycle: 1 hr. onAL/2 hr. off Panel Size: 4" x 4"

H ot Junctiofn Cold Junction Power Power Power Ouiput
.No. of Ter,:2eraz•-e 0 C Temer.atze 'C Output Output2 Watts/ft

t Cycles (Average) (Average) Watts Watts/ft Corrected*

16 221 0-7 .101 .909 1.20

48 225 98 .105 .945 1.25

64 227 97 .102 .9i8 1.17

128 225 96 ,094 .846 1.10

160 225 94 .095 .8S5 1.06

176 222 94 .093 .837 1.10

.192 228 96 .095 .855 1.06

S240 227 95 .093 .837 1.03

256 230 97 .094 .846 .98

272 227 94 .094 .846 1.03

304 226 92 .092 .828 1.00

352 231 95 .091 .819 .96

368 229 95 .- 93 .8K7 1.02
3b. 232 100 .01 .819 1.01

* 400 234 100 .088 .792 .96

416 23 1101 .087 .783 1.00

512 232 100 .081 .729 .90

*Correc-ed to theoretical tecrature difference of 147°C.

Correction perfo.med oy assuming that power output is proportional to the

of square of the temperature difference.
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8. 0PE.ZATIONAL ANALYSIS

The results of this research program can be broadly stated as fol-
lows: with respect to pans weight and reliability the results were more
than satisfactory, with respect to efficiency the results were distinctly
disappointing. In this section, an analysis will be made of the expected
performance in orbit of the panels fabricated under this program. It is
also of interest, however, to evaluate the performance of panels incor-
porating certain specific improvements. Before doing this, it is impor-
tant to investigate the reasons why the efficiency of the prototype panels
was unsatisfactory and what improvements might be made.

The reasons why the delivery panel efficiency was low can be listed
as follows:

,a) The efficiency of the collector coating used was only 80% that
initially expected.

(b) The efficie7ncy of the basic thermoealectric material available
for prototype pane.Ls was only 78% of that initially expected.

Cc) The efficiency of the micro-thermoeiements used in prototype
panels was only 84% of the efficiency of the basic thermoelectric materi-
al.

(d' After ass3mbly into the panels a loss in Seebeck voltage oc-
curred (for reasons. not presently known) whic, rcsulted in the thermo-
elements having an additional 25% efficiency loss.

Ce) Another 10-155 power loss occurs due to either (1) variations in
thermoelement properties or (2) uneven heating of the thermoelements.

For convenience, two basic classes of technological improvements
will be defined. Class X, an i•.2;rove=,ent req7ui.in- distinct materials
or/and process developments and advances. Class I1, an improvement that
can be expected by straightforward engineering procedures.

Items (a) and C.) in the list above are considered to require Class
I improvements in or:der to achieve an efficiency increase. Items Cc),
Cd) and Ce) are considered to require Class II improvements in order to
achieve, an efficiency increase.

The performance at present is only 30-35% of that initially predict-
ed. The Class II improvemencs would increase this to 60%. .

2The overall efficiency initially predicted was 3.8% or 5 watts/ft
It is now realized that if both the collector coating and the thermo-
electric materials performed exactly as predicted, only 4-4.5 watts/ft2

would be achieved because of sheet electrical resistance losses in the
radiator and collector plates. The actual value would depend on sheet
thickness and a trade-off between efficiency and weight is indicated.
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Thie performance test data for the solar flat plaz'e panels, 12" x 12"
size, is open to considerable doubt because of the uncertainty relative
co heat flux uniformaity (sce S2ction 7.1). The data For 4" x 4" panels
is more -e2 es•entative of t'he performance power to be expected Lnder uni-
form hearins. Tiiis indicates a power output of about 1.3-1.4 w.tts/square
foot. Class 11 improvements could increase this to 2.3 to 2.6 watts/sq.
foot. Class I improvements could increase this to 3.5-4 watts/square foot.
Table 8-1 presents this efficiency data and specific power data.

TABLE 8-1

Panel Effici.ency and Specific Pow 2,

Status '.atts/sq, ft. Watts/lb.

Present I.35-. 11-12
Class :I improve'=nt-s 2.3-2.6 20-2-"
Class I mprovements 3.5-4 30-34

Cost is an oe-ational factor of considera>2le inttrest. A "ost us-
timate has been ma&e for te fabrication of sufficienr chcrmou. :trae
solar panels to,•'"e over one killowatt of power. , '- was ass.nied that
some addizionai development work would precede such fa;rication.

The cost estimatas given - ý..le 8-2 assume that one systc;;i per year
would be produced. a -- costs w:.- for panels only and uo not incuude de-
ploymnent or orientation mechanism.

TA3LE 8-2t 8

Solar Flat ?la~e Cost Estimate

System Power Level Dollars Per Watt

2-3 kw. $31.90
6-7 kw. 26.00

15-18 kw 22.10
27-30 kw. 20.00
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9. THERMAL ST0RA:Q--- EVALUATION

9.1 Design

A space vehicle in a 300 mile Earth orbit will be in the Sun appro-
imately 55 minites and in shadow a)pproximately 35 minutes for each orbit.
It wil- be assumed, for rhe purposes of this discussion, that the space
vehicie has a continuous requirement for electrical power. If the source
of electrical power is a solar energy converter, then a requirement exists
to store energy during the sunlight period for use during the Earth shad-
ow period. It has been customary to use electrochemical batteries for
such storage. It is the purpose of this analysis to examine storing
energy in the form of heat in conr.unction with a solar flat plate thermo-
electric generator. Since this system "'as certain growth possibilities,
it is of interest to exai-.ine thermal storage with respect to existing
technology and with respect to certain state-of-art advancements.

Storage Mecha nism Selection

A nuzTer of- ......7. phenomena can be considered for the thermal
storage of energy. '2.ese may he generally categorized as follows:

(a) The heat capacity of a substance undergoing temperature changes.

(b) Subs tano3 .ha. uti:ize : ne heat of vaporization.

Cc) Substances that utiAize -he heat of fusion.

Since phase change t-ra•r•.Or.o..-tion will al.most always store more
energy per -unit mass than the her.: capacity of a material and since con-
stant Zemer.arure operation is verýy desirable for a thermoelectric con-
verter, "a) above can be eliminated from further consideration. The use
of the heat of vaporization 'b) h'.s two principal drawbacks. The vapor
must go through a consie;7able voiu..e change at constant pressure. This
implies a collapsible container, "nd a mechanism to maintain constant
force on the container. Even if a vapor can be found with a suitable
condensing pressure, the containment vessel would undoubtably add con-
siderable weight, espocially if meteorite protection were added. In
addition, vapors a~r gen:erally poor heat conductors, so that evaporation
would occur from the vessel surface. If, in the process of ovaporation,
droplets are separated from the mass, there isi in the absence of gravity,
no force-available to bring them back to it. Each time they approach the
wall, they will encounter a flow of vapor away from it which would tend
to keep them floating in the center of the vessel. This could result in
dry spots developing and over-heating, which, if they do not burn through,
would radiate abnormal quantities of heat and decrease the efficiency of
the generator.

The heat of fusion (c) is the most promising of the mechanisms that
have been considered. Since the vapor pressure of many substances is
very low at their melting point and since specific volume changes that
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occunr in going from t> solid to the liquiid phase are relatively small,
the problem of containing a meltng solid is much less difficult than that
of con'Caining an evaporating liquid.

Storage Material Selection

The criteria that have been established for storage material selec-
tion are; (a) melting tenmQaratuLe, (b) heat of fusion (in BTU per pound),
Cc) specific power of the syst'-em in watts per pound, and (d) weight of
thermal storage material con cainer.

A previous study (3" i:&iaated that a melting temperature in the
range 300*F and 500*F wo,.-:D,- desirable fore the thermoelectric materials

and optical coatings suitible for solar flat plates. Table 9-1 presents
a list of the candidate iateiials, their heats of fusion and melting temp-
exratures. If the specific power in watts per pound for solar flat plate
thermoelectric converters with thermal storage is calculated, the heat of
fusion of lithium is found to be the most suitable storage mechanism (3).

System Thermal Analysis

The sketch below .llustrates the thermal inputs and outputs of a
solar flat plate with energy storage.

j ! / Y

J

qs = solar flux q = heat available for conversion

S= reflected heat q3 = intra-plate radiation

4ql = re-radiated heat q2 = heat rejected from radiator
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FIGURE 9-1. RESISTANCE OF MATERIALS TO LIQUID LITHIIUM

C 30400 sco6401 740- 80 9~01
FERROUS METALS

Pure Iron 77___7_Xxx___7_3ZA_______
Low-Carbon Steel \__ ______1_________1_1_1__N

Low-Chwomium Steel (4130) 1 , ____ix

Ferritic-Chrojniun Stainless Steel I7X'7 7 7 = 'SX' X22I I I I I I I I
Austenitic Cr-Ni Stainless Steel ZXZ.NNX.i• I I I -I I I IiI I I I k\\

NON-FERROUS METALS

AlBiCdPbMg, PtAu,AgSi, Sn,Zn .* . \ . \7 Z\\ \\\, X\\N
Bezryl.ium., Chromiump Vanadium , KNX\\I!
Zirconium., Titanium 11 I1
Columbium, Tantalum, Molybdenum xix..Y . " X x ) K _X X Y xx__ N
Nickel and Nickel-base Alloys -

"Cobalt-base Alloys 7 7.

NON-METALS

Quartz *ý1 77
Glass and Silicates .
Graphite 1.,-- ___'\ _ "_ '\__ '_
Rubber andl Plastics R 'j
Magnesia ! .

"F '5 0 700 9O k1110 1300. 1500

Resistance Ratings: Good - Consider for relatively
long-time use.

These ratings refer to liquid-
metal resistance only -- not to' tDJLimited - Short-time use only.
tenperature, dependent.mechanical
strength of metallurgical • Poor - No structural
stability. possibilities.

'' L Unknown - Information inadequate.

" I R. N. Lyon, Ed., "Liquid-Metals Handbook", 2d Ed.
Rev.,v Supt. of Documentsp Washington, D. C., 1954.
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4Since a heat of fusion mechanism is used for thermal storage, the
"co'lector (hnot junction) te.7erature is constant with time. Since the
t.!rmoclcctric converter represents a fixed thermal resistanceý. q q
q,, and the radiator (cold junction) temperature are all invarInwitfl
r'spec- to time. Due to the fixed collector temperature, q !d6es not
vary with time.

7 The heat through the converter, q2 or q3 + q , is fixed with respect
* to time. The heat into the thermal storage materaal, q - is of

course introduced only during tne 55 minute sunlit peri8d. 'The thermal
input into the storage material, q - q, is effectively equalized with
respect to time by the storage mat'rial and a time invariant thermal in-
put can be defined by multiplying qs- . by the ratio of sunlit time to
total time:

S(qs - 9 tire invariant = (q- •-)t
S r

qs- jCs ) 55 minutes/90 minutes

'The time invar-'ant thermal in-= into the thermoelectric converter
is 'thus equal to, < - Ort- q, . .. ce q, is radiated at a constant
temperature (meltingSpo•..i-3f iZi- Ai& z-) fr=om a kunowan eissivity surface
it can LeL evaluated.t•T iAr&a q;,.e radiation q2 , can be readily eval-uated 'nowing intra plate emissivities rand plate temperatures, thus

enabling c-., heat avaiable for conve-rsion to be determined. Once (q -
g) is known- it can ,:a cc;;-.bined w ih the heat of fusion data for lilhium
an dtthe amount of lithilux required carn be calculated.

:nowledge of hot and cold junction temperatures and the thermoelec-
tric pzope.-:-ies of *-,c materials used allows t.- te-rmoelcotric effi-
ciency to ".- calcu:.atedz wnhich in turn allows the panel output power to
be determined.

A mazhem.atica! anal.ysis of the solar flat plate, based on the dis-
cussizOn, is given in Appendix A-I together with the solution of a sample
problem.

SThe Contain•ment Problem

Theie are several2 machan-.sins timo-.r .;.hich ,Lh g_.d. metals, such as lithium,
mav aztack< contaier~.....a.. s L, -.it uses all these mechanisms.
T. :.... the molten actually dissolve the container material
forming a li idi" soiuzicn. This situation is severe as the rates of cor-
ros-on are usually cu-te rapid. Secondly, a direct alLoying in the solid
state can take place betxween the lithium anc the container material. As
this mode of corrosion depends on solid state diffusion, it is slower and,
hence., less severe. Thir'_dly, and particularly in the case where the
chosen container material is a complex alloy, a selected leaching of the
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container by the lithium, in th! molten state, may take place.

Thus, it can be seen from the large variety of corrosion modes, that
the problem of cOntaining liquid lithium must be studied. Fortunately,
a literature search has revealed several promising materials for our ap-
plication. Figure 9-1 surmarizes some data on the corrosion resistance
of a number of materials to lithium as a function of temperature (5).
This table represents a good guide for selecting a container material.
The terms good, limited and poor are defined as follows:

Term Rate of Attack

Good <.COI"/year
Limited <. 01" > •O01"1/year
Poor > .01"/year

it can be seen from Figure 9-1, that pure iron has good resistance
to attack by lithium. Furthermore, the fe•r•ite chromium stainless *steels
have better corrosion resistance to li'&hium than the austenitic chromium
nickel stainless steels. AAmaon- the non-ferrous metals, not all of which
are listed on the chart, aluminum, barium, bismuth, calcium, cadmium,
gold, lead, magnesilum, platinui, , silicon, silver, strontium, thallium,
tin and zinc, all have poor corrosion resistance to lithium. They react
with lithium to form compounds that have no structural value. * It is
important to note that the data compilcd in Figure 9-1 represents a num-
ber of sources and reports where both static and dynamic testing was
carried out. Thus, on the basis of this compiled evidence, pure iron has
been chosen as a candidate container material.

More recent information (6j indicates that titanium, .004L" thick
wall, will contain lithiuTm Fcr a three year mission. Because the density
of titanium is only 57.5% thac of iron, a significant weight saving is
obtained. •

Weight Analysis

A weight analysis of solar flat 2•late panels with thermal storage,
has been made based on the assum-po4ons listed in Table 9-2. The assump-
tions are given both for the current state-of-art in panel fabrication
and upon certain improvements, both in therm.oelectric material and in
optical coatings, that are considered reasonable.

The results of thi.s analysis, both current and improved systems, are
given in Table 9.3. 3ecause z-c advanced system assumes a higher collect-
or absorptivity than is presently available, thereby collecting more
energy, a greater weight of storage material is required for the improved
system.

Performance Study

The results of the thermal analysis and the weight analysis have
been combined to calculate panel performance indices for both current and
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. TABLE 9-1

Survey of C.andidate Thermal Storage Materials

Melting Heat of Fusion

Material Point °C Calories/gram.

179 104

"3 261 88.5
LiHSO4  1-70.5 -

AArgC 2KC16H2 0 265 -
Hg32 237 11.0

X:gCi 2  277 15.3
AI 2 C16  i92 63.2

As2S3 300 -

As O6 274 30.1

Bi 270 12.2
BiCI 3  230 8.2

hs 03 135
- 0-" "% o 256
MIo 015 194 -

K N0 2t7 33.4
xH K S 04  210 -

V3 c2`S2 07 300-

AgNO3  212 18
N aN r2 210 -

22
NaCIO3  •r 50.7

NaNO3  310 -

NaNO2 - 271 44.7

54.0
Naa2 S4  275 -

Na2 S5  251 -
NaCXS 287 55.0
Sn 231 14.6
ZnCI 2  2?5 40.4
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TABLE 9-2

Assumptions That Form the Basis of the Weight Analysis

Sunlit Period s = 55 minutesS

Shadow Period D = 35 minutesD

Solar Flux - 130 watts/ft2

Mission Time 3 years

Thermal Storage Material r-- -ium

Storage Material Container Iron or titanium

Thermoelectric Material Bismuth telluride, p and n

Figure of Merit Z; 1.9 x 0"3 C 1 (Present)
2.4 x 10- 3 ,°C-I (Future)

Collector Absorptivity •, 0.82 (Present)

0.9 (Future)

Collector Emissivity e,; 0.08 CPresent)

5.05 (Future)

Radiator Emissivity e2  0.9 (Present)

.95 CFuture)
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TAD3LE 9-3

A Weight Tabulation of a Solar Flat Plate With Thermal Storage

#,/ft 2 #/ft 2

Ctwrent Advanced
Item State-of-Art State-of-Art

Titanium Iron Titanium' Iron
S.. . ... . ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .-.. . .

Lithium storage material .69 .69 .-76 .76S~ii'

Storage container .20 I .35 .20 .35

Aluminum radiator plate
C.004" thick) •C6 .06 .35 .06

Tk ermocouple Assemblies .11 . i 1 .13

Support structure .io0 .10 .10 .10

TOTAL 1.16 1.31 1.25 1i.140
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TABLE 9-4

Performance Indices For a Solar Flat Plate With Thermal Storage

Improvement
Current Advanced of Advanced

Index Sta-e-of-Art State-of-Art System
Titwnium Iron Titanium: Iron

2.81 37
Watts/ft (Cont.) 2.05 2.05 2.81 2.81 37

Watts/# of system
(Continuous) 1.76 1.56 2.25 i 2.0 27

# of systeT'm/watt .
(Continuous) •57 .614 • 4 .50

Watt-hoursf2-yle3.07 3.07 4.2 !!4.2 3

- cycle 2.57 2.34 3.37 1 3.0 27

# cycle



improved systems. These ind-ces aite presented in Table 9-4. It is of
interest to note, that the advanced system yields a greater improvement
in efficiency, watts/square foot, than in specific power, watts/pound.

9.2 Testing

Objective of Experiment

The object of this ex-ariment was to test the feasibility, in a
simulated space environment, of the hermal storage concept associated
with solar heated thermoelectric flat plate generators.

Procedure

The storage pad, itse1f, was fabricated by sealing a . 1/2i" x 1 1A/"
x 1J1" pre-shaped lithium block &.n a . 034W" thick type 304 Stainless steel
container. With the use of a •h-n layer of epoxy cement, a bismuth tell-
•wi-de thermocouple assembly was attached to the storage package wh~le
suitable temperature sensors w:cre placed at the heat collecting surface
and at thermoelemenr riot and cold junctions.

The system described above was mounted in an evacuated bell jar
equipped with a radiant hea: source. n order to increase the absorp-
tivity of the coliecting surface of the storage container, a graphite
coating was applied to its surface. The system was subjected to a thermal
cycle consisting of 12 minutes off, and 28 minutes on.

Discussion of Results

The ntzerical results of this exper-iment are summarized in Table
9-5. cziture measurements on the pad during the test showed only a
2°C i.. .we across the ent-ire litium thickness. Thus, the power pro-
ducing thc'A2:ocouple hot junction re..naincd essentially at the melting
point of llt1i., J7ý°C. It may have been noted that the off time of
this test cycie, corr-espondlng to the tfme required to completely solid-
ify the lithium, is lower than the specified orbit dark period of 35
minutes. This reductio.n in dark period time may be explained by the
fact that a non-selective, high enmssivity coating was used on the collect-
ing surface, permitting large radiation losses. Except for this altera-
tion in cycle period t sys-em functioned very well. The hot junction
temperatur2 remained constant thifctghout the entire orbit, indicating that
the storage mechanism was su:pLying its lctert heat of fusion during the
dark period. Furthermore, the bismuth tell.-ide thermocouple output volt-
age and internal resLstZance remained constant. This situation prevailed
for more than 20 operating cycles when the test was discontinued and all
objectives were met.

This test was considered successful to the extent that thermal
storage was demonstrated. The dark time capacity was, however, consider-
ably less than the desired 30 minutes. This was believed due to excess-
ive collector losses.
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Subsequent to the above experimnent the test unit was re-worked by
cementing aluminum foil, incorporating a spectrally selective coating to
the collector side of the storage container.

This unit was assembled in the apparatus described above and a test
was performed. The storage time increased but only to 16 minutes. The
reason for the poor performance is not known. The test could not be
repeated because the test apparatus was required for thermal cycling
testing of contactual delivery items.

TABLE 9-5

Numerical Results of the Thermal Storage Feasibility Test

Collector Temperature °F 354

Hot Junction Temperatuze OF 350

Radiator Temperature °- 230

Dark Time Capacity - minutes 12

Light Phase Time - minutes 28

Number of Cycles Tested 20
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND REC3"O MNA'Z._-

The solar flat plate zhcrmoelect-ric generator has been si~ccessfullyI developed with respect to the following criteria:,

(a) Light Weight

The ')resent. weighat of1 less -han 55 8grams per sc .~efoot. z-eprsents
an .dvanc.!d state of .L 'g _11Sc co.i' hscompcnent. Fu;L'ý;cr Sig-

~2cant wecight rU-i:;ci. ',k obtaie on, ,-ly by using --hcrtc-,- thermo-
eccrswhiclh recjuircý; z.. :v,-.ajor develor:;-;2ý.nt program., or by us, .ng larger

-rer;eroelemantsor gL,%wzcn intra-.elernent spacing.- Siicre the in.-
-ised s:pacing results -4r, greatre ele,-trical and thermal lossos, -.:he

.1.rovcment in grams/sqcuare foot Is lim.ited.

( Z Envf1ro=,n-mant [ntegrity

Panels have suceess:ýully za.u hermal cycling sinusoidal and ran-
dom v:Lbra%:ion, shock, and accelerizrion tests.

Cc) Ease of Falbr-Lcation

The -;pecific panel desig:.n u-Lilized allows low cr,-s,: fabric..tion due
to sirnpli:'7ied asseir.2Iy proceouros and m.t`n *.Ma' materi,.1 costs.

The iL'nits dec-,,locd xe hsprogrm...- were, hoi,,0v~erj, less satis-
factory wit -h -csý:ocz z:O c;eso fi~n

I 1his reduced perf~ormance can be attribu-zed to ti.].,_ followii.g factors:

.a) '-he spectrally se"Lect-ive collector coating .:, S. efficient
t ,.had 1,ccn i;-oý-otecl. An :im.provemani. in t~his coal.g of up to 20% can

bL anrici-ated. Thle Air ?orce is presently" conductin , research in this
general ar'ea.

~b ict~mctc ter.:... ntly avai ll Ac, is0 le~z e,"ficient
thanhad eo cix&. Ifs.::reto be `cývelopcd: Iiving pro-

p 0-r -i 0 3. ;-.1CrS u Itl t C.12C, .:h.- flat pa.oý;,2,ralting tempvature rogime an
effie.Zcency inc.-case o-17 2U16 o; mora is possibe

Ae -- grQ :Js'rn of-rh c2.zents `.nto solar flat aco- .. d~~ius re-
sults in A,. LI.ona 1 3% loss xxr rci~so;ns not preSL.1 y ki ow~..

I ne Tperxormnnc e deg-2acllng factors i16ted ab)ove . be- ir;ý oved be-
fore zc 01olar :.-at 11Ct-0 z:c:.eeao ca~. . se-ricG. sly con-
sider.ed as a useJ"'u sp~acpo.. s- -rac.-- :f such irnpr A ~cm~nts c~ n be
ach'.ovcd, a further sct of:rbeis rcc .._Ires invcs4-i-,. L~on. `-,se concern
the eractjion, deploymrnc,-:v a--. orlentation of large a,.,24 cionvcrtU. s. The
actual syE tern weight w.-&'...en to a large extent up(,,, the sol.tion to

4 these pro"Lleins.
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..n analysis and limited test program has demo-..s-rated the feasibil-
ity of thermal enery storage, contemplating the replaccieent of electro-
chemical storage. . >1the. systems analysis is required to determine
those missions whor-e ,.mal storage might be applicable.

The following recommn-endar&ons can be made. These recommendations are
intended to guide further development leading to improved solar flat plate
thermoelectric generators.

(a) Develop improved collector coatings useful in the temperature
range 200-250*C.

(b) Dcv:"op the.-moelectric .ta-zerials optimized for the temperature
,...ge 00-230° C.

(c) Develop processing techniqIues for fab3ricating and assembling
thermcalements, approxim..arely 2=. x 2cm x 2.5cm long, without degradation
in figure of merit.

(d) 'f improvements a-c made in -- , above areas, then an investi-
gation of d'ployment and orientation pr-oblems should be initiated.
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APPENMIX A-1

THERMAL ANALYSIS*

Solar Flat Plate With Thermal Storage

I.;,

KI

*P

Find: P continuous per square foot of panel

Assume: I. s . torage des4gn adeauate to, maintain TH and TC constant

2. Thermal storage utzi2.zes the heat of fusion of lithium

3. Assume radiation to absoluta zero

1. If T., and 2. are constant, ql q, q , q and Pt. are all
cons 'an t 3 s

2. If alI of the ena-zy received by the system per cycle is
utilized at a constant rate rhen we can define an average thermal power
input as;

SL a

SL + C' D q

3. T. is known from the melting point of lithium, so that q, can
be determinea:

*See Nomenclature
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APPEXDIX A-1

4.-- Ch, . eat balance)

5. Since P is less -Chan 5% of the heat throughput it will be
neglected her•ea ee'.

6. 1'g

7.. : •o(e, " so that TC can now be determined

, . ..-.eat balance)

q3 can tIet"?--.dn he dct e,.ine A.d in turn, qa

9. From r.:-..Zals information, know.ng T2." and TC, Z can be deter-
mined.

"10. Knowing T., T,., an;d Z, N can now-be determined from

"9: _._- A .,'-' - '(See reference 3)

1 i P. P = // _/3.41 :T;/iocur

Sample Calculaion

12. Given: • . = 55 minutes

i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~7. 6, =o ' - .." -,,,..,_" /g(melting
_point of

V . ... Plithium)
Find: P,_s
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APPENDDX A-1

212 B~ ouryft2 (from 2)

14. dd o///Ž.)( 9? / BTlJAour/~t2 (from 3)

1-1 .-26. 6 BT1J/hou 7 (t~ (from 6)

16. "

(from 7)

TC M 57G0k

17-1

19. Fr'om. materials~ data Z = 1.9 x .30_ C-= 1.05 x 103 , F-1

20. ' - =1.31 (from 10)

21.N~~ = L56 .3- (from 10)

.3-16
=.31 '2.0

222. P t8  .0478 x*146/3.41 2.05 wat .ts/ft continuous (from 11)

23. E -2.05 watt (1.5 :-=ý/cycle) -3.07 watt-hrs
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APENDIX A-1

C` -...... 'on of ?7clght of _'ium Remaired

The amount of iium required., ne' square foot of panel, is that
a.ount wvhich n.is suf-icit *:o sup,:p.'' the energy requirements of the panel

during the shadow po.t..o. of rhe cycle.

= heat of fusion of .i-thi", 187. BTU/#

= pounds of lithiumi required per square foot

,~~ 24. A<. ', "
2L• 6 0 minutes

.. mple calculation

.p.. 2 5.1 :c m 2 4 - .' = + z)~

22 2
PFrom 15 q 12 = 15: 3U/.'/ft , c- 61, 61 + 161 = 222 BTU/hr-ft

SD = 35 :air./-:_j_=
D aS0

l =7. U ,C'D 222 2u/br-ft x 35/60 min-hr/mn
.1 6 7 . ,5 , -B: .T=

, = 0.69 #/f- of .izhium

S-...yce the of lithium, = -. 53 the thickness of lithium

required,
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NOMENCrATURE

item Description Units

a Absorptivity of collector Dimensionless

e. Endssivity of collector Dimensionless

ec Emissivity of radiator Dimensionless

e 3  Intra-plate emissivity Dimensionless

Thickness of lithium storage material Inches

s Resistance ratio Dinensionless

q Solar flux BTU/hour-ft 2

q, Re-radiated heat BTU/hour- ft 2

qr Reflected heat BTU/hour-ft 2

q2 Heat rejected by radiator BTtVhour-ft 2

q3 Intra-plate radiation BTU/hour- ft 2

qa Heat available for conversion BTU/hour-ft

TH Hot junction tenperature OR

TC Cold junction tenperature *R

P t Converter power output, continuous Watt/ft 2

Converter energy output, per cycle Watt-hours
ft 2 

- cycle

Amoiunt of lithium required Pounds

-ft2

Z Thermoelectric figure of merit "C 1

A Thermoelectric efficiency Dimensionless

•Heat. of .fusion BTU/#

SShadow time MinutesD

al Sunlit time Minutes

Stefan Boltzmn constant BTU/(sq.ft) (1hr)
(9R)


